MIRANDA
Characteristics
The Miranda speaker is designed for modern transceivers with a front height of about 94 mm (3,7 in).
Additionally, thanks to its adjustable stand it can be perfectly adapted to equipment whose height is
between 86 mm (3,38 in) and 96 mm (3,78 in).
Designed to:

Icom

Kenwood

IC7300, IC725, IC728, IC730, IC735, IC821,
IC910.

TS590, TS570, TS2000, TS450, TS440, TS430,
TS711, TS811, TS140, TS680.

Yaesu

TenTec

FT890, FT707, FT900, FT840, FT757, FT747,
FT650 FT847 and FT77.

Delta II y Argonaut II
And other radios with similar dimensions.

Specifications
Box material: .........................................................................5 to 16 mm MDF
Inside material: .................Rubber HM6, Acoustic Foam AG150 and Basotect
Power:.......................................................................................................10W
Impedance: ..........................................................................................8 ohms
Frequency response: ...............................................................120 - 18000 Hz
Sensitivity: ..............................................................................................83 dB
Driver protection: ......................................................................................IP64
Dimensions (WHD):................................152x94x261 mm (5,98x3,7x10,28 in)
Weight:.....................................................................................1,8 Kg (3,96 lb)
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for many
transceivers

minimalist design
Miranda’s design is focused on
emphasizing the membrane, positioned
right at the center and absent from any
grille or cloth to offer the best possible
sound.
The membrane is brought down 13 mm
from the front to provide protection.
Black color with a variety of shades
and textures is used to match the
variety of transceivers for which it has
been designed.

high
performance
driver
Miranda’s sound is clear, sharp and its frequency
response makes it easy to understand both voice and
CW signals.
On the one hand, bass sounds are present when
listening broadcast signals and, on the other, midrange
curve suits voice frequencies so that they stand out
above the QRM.

The extendable stand allows you to raise the Miranda to the height of
transceivers like Icom IC-7300 o el Kenwood TS-590.

clearest SSB signals

the best acoustic
feature
At Phonema we focus
on acoustic
conditioning in order
to offer the purest
sound. It is very
important that the
cabinet does not
produce noise due to
internal resonances.
For that reason we
use 5 to 16mm
thickness MDF to

build the cabinet and
we filled it in with
acoustic material of
different densities to
absorb the sound.
The result is a clear
and pure sound so
that all signals from
the transceiver are
heard without causing
listener fatigue.

Frequencies between 200
and 320 Hz have a certain
attenuation that mitigates
the QRM. From 320 Hz
onwards, sensitivity stays
around 83 dB up to 1.2
KHz. Then, it rises to 88
dB between 2 and 2.8
KHz.
In the bass sounds region
the curve has an important
emphasis between 120
and 200 Hz. This feature
offers the option to enjoy very solid bass sounds, both to AM listening and to
opening the SSB filter with wider signals.
Between 3.1 KHz and 18 KHz, Miranda offers a fairly flat curve that ensures
good sound for broadcast signals.

